MatClassRSA is a Matlab toolbox that performs M/EEG classification and produces various visualizations of the resulting confusion matrices. This toolbox is aimed toward cognitive neuroscience researchers who wish to apply classification-style analyses to repeated trials of data. The functionalities of the toolbox fall into three categories: (1) M/EEG classification, (2) computation of Representational Dissimilarity Matrices (RDMs) from confusion or other proximity matrices, and (3) clustering and tree visualizations of RDMs. MatClassRSA combines out-of-the-box functionality with a variety of customization options. Usage of the toolbox requires only a high-level understanding of machine learning and the ability to call Matlab functions from scripts.
to quantify relatedness among RDMs. The toolbox appears to be developed more for fMRI and cell user can specify a seed type for the random number generator that is used to shuffle trials and 110 labels together, or just the labels during permutation tests.
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The classifyEEG function outputs the confusion matrix, overall accuracy, vector of predicted of 72 images from 6 object categories 72 times (5,184 trials total; 72 trials per exemplar, 864 trials per category). The present analyses use data from participant 6 (S6.mat), who we found to 170 produce the highest classification rates overall. We use the 3D EEG matrix X 3D as data matrix problem-for the following analyses.
classifySingleElectrodes.m, we implement a loop to classify single-trial data from one electrode at a time (124 separate classifications) using the same classifier settings described above. 
